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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is an eye disease that impairs the sharp and central vision need for daily activities. Recent
advances in molecular biology research not only lead to a better understanding of the genetics and pathophysiology of AMD but
also to the development of applications based on targeted gene expressions to treat the disease. Clarification of molecular
pathways that causing to development and progression in dry and wet types of AMD needs comprehensive and comparative
investigations in particular precious biopsies involving peripheral blood samples from the patients. Therefore, in this
investigation, dry and wet types of AMD patients and healthy individuals were aimed at investigating in regard to targeted gene
candidates by using gene expression analysis for the first time. 13 most potent candidate genes involved in neurodegeneration
were selected via in silico approach and investigated through gene expression analysis to suggest new targets for disease therapy.
For the analyses, 30 individuals (10 dry and 10 wet types AMD patients and 10 healthy people) were involved in the study.
SYBR-Green based Real-Time PCR analysis was performed on isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) to analyze
differentially expressed genes related to these cases. According to the investigations, only the CRP gene was found to be
upregulated for both dry and wet disease types. When the downregulated genes were analyzed, it was found that 11 genes were
commonly decreased for both dry and wet types in the aspect of expression pattern. From these genes, CFH, CX3CR1, FLT1,
and TIMP3 were found to have the most downregulated gene expression properties for both diseases. From these results, it
might be concluded that these common upregulated and downregulated genes could be used as targets for early diagnosis and
treatment for AMD.

1. Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a clinical condi-
tion that affects individuals aged 50 years and over and
causes a progressive decrease in visual acuity by progressing
with pigmentary and atrophic changes in the macula [1]. A
neurodegenerative disease affecting the photoreceptor,
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), Bruch’s membrane, and

choriocapillaris in the macula is considered as the AMD dis-
ease. It is the most common cause of vision loss in people
aged 65 and over in developed countries. Its frequency is
10% between the ages of 65 and 75 and 25% over the age
of 75 [2]. It is estimated that the number of patients will
be 288 million by 2040 [3]. Classically, there are two sub-
groups of AMD: (I) atrophic form (dry type) and (II) exuda-
tive form (wet type). Dry-type AMD is nonneovascular and
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typically leads to progressive degeneration of RPE and pho-
toreceptors, resulting in chorioretinal and geographic atro-
phy. The exudative neovascular form is the wet type that
results in central vision loss due to choroidal neovasculariza-
tion directed to the subretinal macular region and the fastest
progressing form of AMD. The accumulation of membra-
nous wastes between the RPE and the Bruch’s membrane
is called drusen. Although drusen was previously defined
only as lipofuscin accumulation, microscopic examinations
performed with different immunohistochemistry dyes also
found that it contains lipids, carbohydrates, and proteins
such as amyloid, fibronectin, vitronectin, and complement
factors [4].

There are genetic and environmental risk factors in the
etiopathogenesis of AMD. The impacts of genetic and envi-
ronmental factors in the development of AMD are 71% and
29%, respectively. Several genes have been thought to affect
genetic risk [5]. In recent years, mutations or polymorphisms
that can affect the risk of developing AMD have also been
investigated. Therefore, research on the genetic component
of AMD has been the focus of attention in the last 10 years.
Although it is known that the disease occurs with the effect
of multiple genetic factors, it is important to determine the
genetic components so that the pathophysiology of the dis-
ease is understood in the light of the knowledge of these com-
ponents and the connections between different diseases [6].

Genetic studies have shown that some genes may be asso-
ciated with AMD. The number of studies aimed at determin-
ing the genomic regions affected during the pathogenesis of
AMD is remarkable. The Retina International Database
showed 16 genes associated with AMD. In this sense, the
CFH gene is the first important gene that is associated with
AMD. Complement factor B, C2, and C3 can also be listed
among other important genes [7]. The experiments on plu-
ripotent stem cells propounded AMPK, IGF1, MTOR,
PPARGC1A, and SIRT1 genes were related to both aging
stress response and AMD pathology [8]. Extensive researches
pointed out that more genes might be associated with AMD.
ABCA1 [9], ARMS2 [10], APOE [11, 12], CFH [13], CX3CR1
[14], CCR5 [15], ELOVL2 [16], HTRA1 [17], KCTD10 [18],
TIMP3 [19], and VEGFA [20] are just a few of these genes
reported being related to AMD. Besides, the methylation
levels of certain genes including CDKN1C, EZR, IGF2,
NOP56, and SLC2A1 were altered in blood tissues of patients
with AMD [21]. Currently, there is some treatment options
such as anti-VEGF for Wet-AMD but not available for
Dry-AMD.

Elucidation of underlying molecular mechanisms that
giving rise to development and progression in both types of
AMD needs comprehensive and comparative investigations
in particular precious biopsies such as peripheral blood, cere-
brospinal fluid, RPE/choroid, and induced pluripotent stem
cells-derived retinal pigment epithelium (iPSC-RPE) from
the patients. Moreover, blood plasma or blood cells as well
as retinal tissues of the patients are considered as favorable
for deeply evaluation of differentially expressed molecular
and genetic factors including genes, RNA types, and inflam-
matory elements and their association with AMD [22, 23].
In this context, molecular genetic assessments particularly

expression profiling of associated or targeted genes are very
crucial to explore novel curation or diagnosis strategies for
both types of AMD. Further, investigating various genes
and their relationship with the different types of this disease
could serve in constituting target specific therapies. There-
fore, in this study, dry and wet types of AMD patients and
healthy individuals were aimed at investigating in regard to
targeted gene candidates by using gene expression analysis
for the first time. For this aim, 13 most potent candidate
genes that associated with neurodegeneration were chosen
via in silico approaches for analyzing gene-disease relation-
ship to propose molecular diagnosis points and gene-
targeted treatments against two types of AMD.

2. Methods

2.1. Patients. A total of 20 female patients with Dry-AMD
(n = 10, 57:9 ± 6:1) and Wet-AMD (n = 10; 59:4 ± 7:7) who
routinely applied to the eye disease clinic, participated in this
study. Those with systemic diseases (diabetes mellitus, etc.)
or ophthalmic diseases that may cause pathology in the retina
were excluded from the study. As the control group, 10 non-
smoker females who came to the internal medicine clinic for
routine control were included in the same age range
(60:8 ± 6:9). Socio-demographic and clinical details were
recorded by submitting the standard questionnaire to the
participants at the time of recruitment. The current study
was carried out with the approval of Ethics Committee of
Atatürk University, Faculty of Medicine, with letter number
51 and dated 22.04.2009.

2.2. Isolation of Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells
(PBMCs). Blood samples were taken from 20 patients who
applied to Atatürk University Ophthalmology Outpatient
Clinic in the year of 2020. For PBMC isolation, 10ml of blood
was taken from the participants by using EDTA blood collec-
tion tubes. PBMC isolation was carried out via the Ficoll den-
sity method. Briefly, whole blood was added into the vial
including PBS in a ratio of 1 : 1. Then, the blood diluted with
PBS is slowly dropped into the tube with Ficoll. The tube was
centrifuged at 18-24°C, 400 g for 30 minutes. After centrifu-
gation, the PBMC layer was transferred to a new 50ml vial
so that the layers do not deteriorate. The PBMC fraction
was washed by adding approximately 3ml of PBS. The tube
was centrifuged at 18-24°C for 10min at 100 g. The superna-
tant was removed, and the pellet was washed again.

2.3. RNA Isolation and cDNA Synthesis. RNAs were extracted
from PBMC using PureLink™ RNA Mini Kit (Invitrogene®,
USA) procedure. To evaluated RNA purity and concentra-
tions, a UV-visible spectrophotometer (NanoDrop®, USA)
and bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) was used. The
samples were stored at -20°C until the next run. cDNA was
synthesized from total RNA (QuantiTect Reverse Transcrip-
tion Kit, Qiagen).

2.4. Real-Time PCR. The selected candidate gene expression
profiles were investigated for two different disease groups
by the Real-time PCR technique. cDNAs for Real-time PCR
analysis were synthesized by using 100ng RNA sample
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according to the manufacturer’s instructions (QuantiTect
SYBR® Green PCR Kits). Primer pairs used for all genes are
given in Table 1. Real-time PCR was performed via the use
of the SYBR-Green method on a Biorad iCycler iQ5 detection
system [24].

2.5. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis of data obtained
from experiments was performed via the use of the Graph-
Pad Prism® version 7.0 software. One-way ANOVA and
Tukey analysis were used for comparison evaluations, and
the criterion for statistical significance was p < 0:05.

3. Results

PBMCs were isolated from blood collected from donors with
dry and wet AMD diseases and no symptoms. Real-time PCR
analysis was performed in triplicate for each sample in order
to investigate the expression profiles of the 13 determined
genes which are related to neurodegeneration via bioinfor-
matic analysis. Gene-disease relationship was investigated
by using STRING v10 multiple protein comparison analysis
[25]. Candidate 13 genes were compared each other and also
3 genes that was known to have direct relationship with
AMD types. These genes were correlated with the previous
reports recorded in literature on the fibulin-5 (FBLN5) [26],
fibulin-6 (FBLN6) [27], and photoreceptor cell–specific
ATP-binding cassette transporter (ABCR) genes [28]. 13 can-
didate genes and relationship with three known proteins are
schematized in Figure 1. The fold changes (F.C.) of the
expression profiles for the diseases with real-time PCR anal-
ysis are presented in Table 2. According to the analysis, only
the CRP gene expression was found to be increased in each
disease group. Also, it was found that the CX3CR1, FLT1,
IGFBP3,MAPK3, SOD1, STAT3, VGEFA, TIMP3, and SERP-
ING1 gene expressions were decreased in both Dry-AMD
and Wet-AMD patients. On the other hand, the BDNF gene

expression was observed to be upregulated for Dry-AMD but
downregulated for Wet-AMD. Moreover, FLT1 and TIMP3
genes were investigated as the highest downregulated com-
mon genes for Dry-AMD and Wet-AMD (over a 5-fold
change in gene expressions).

4. Discussion

The genetic variants of complex diseases are difficult to
understand because they involve the interactions of many
factors at the same time and complicated states of other dis-
eases [29, 30]. However, investigation of the mechanisms of
human diseases has offered new perspectives for the diagno-
sis and treatment of diseases. Identifying new genetic factors
that are effective in the pathogenesis of the disease also has
pointed new ways to prevent the disease. Genetic factors have
known to play an important role in the development of AMD
[31]. Indeed, it was reported that the 57% of the genes
responsible for the AMD risk in RPE, choroidal, and neural
retinal cells were covered the most 25% of expressed genes,
and 9% these genes were also covered the most 1% of
expressed genes [32]. Alike, prominent differences in expres-
sion profiles of the genes were detected in RPE as compared
to iris pigment epithelium [33]. Hence, gene expression stud-
ies may execute the hidden correlations between gene expres-
sion and genetic variation and conduce to introduction of
targeted gene candidates that result in AMD pathologies
[34]. Additionally, neurotrophic factors that regulate the
proliferation, differentiation, and functioning of neurons
represent a class of regulatory proteins of nerve tissue [35].

BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor, is one of the
neurotrophic factors involved in the survival and differentia-
tion of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and axon and dendrite
development in RGCs. In many studies, the expression of
BDNF and its receptors have been shown in different eye
structures such as outer and inner retinal structures [36].

Table 1: Primer pairs used in real time PCR analysis.

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer Reference

BDNF 5-CAGGGGCATAGACAAAAG-3 5-CTTCCCCTTTTAATGGTC-3 [50]

CFP 5′-GGAACCACCTCAATGCAAAG-3 5′-AAGCTTCTGTTTGGCTGTCC-3′ [51]

CRP 5′TCGTATGCCACCAAGAGACAAGACA-3′ 5′-AACACTTCGCCTTGCACTTCATACTC-3′ [52]

CX3CR1 5′-GGGCCTGAGCCAAGCTAGAA-3′ 5′-ACAGCACCTTCCAGGGATGG-3′ [53]

FLT1A 5′-TCCCTTATGATGCCAGCAAGT-3′ 5′-CCAAAAGCCCCTCTTCCAA-3′ [54]

HIF1A 5′-TTCACCTGAGCCTAATAGTCC-3′ 5′-CAAGTCTAAATCTGTGTCCTG-3′ [55]

IGFBP3 5′-GGTGTCTGATCCCAAGTTCC-3′ 5′-CGGAGGAGAAGTTCTGGGTA-3 [56]

MAPK3 5′-TCAAGCCTTCCAACCTC-3′ 5′-GCAGCCCACAGACCAAA-3′ [57]

SOD1 5′-ACTGGTGGTCCATGAAAAAGC-3′ 5′-AACGACTTCCAGCGTTTCCT-3′ [58]

STAT3 5′-ACCCAACAGCCGCCGTAG-3′ 5′-CAGACTGGTTGTTTCCATTCAGAT-3′ [59]

VEGFA 5′-CTTGCCTTGCTGCTCTACC-3′ 5′-CACACAGGATGGCTTGAAG-3′ [60]

TIMP3
5′-TATGACTAGTAGCCCAGTGATGCTTGTGT

TG-3′
5′-TATGAAGCTTATTCAGGAAAATGGCGGCATG

TG-3′ [61]

SERPING1 5′-ATTCTCCTACCCAGCCCACT-3 5′-GGCGTCACTGTTGTTGCTTA-3′ [62]
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Nonetheless, the role of expression profile by the gene,
BDNF, on AMD is still unclear and needs to be further eluci-
dated. In a previous study, serum BDNF levels were evaluated
via specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),
and it was reported that serum BDNF levels were signifi-
cantly higher in AMD patients in comparison to healthy sub-
jects. Based on the involvement of retina in nervous system,
these observed alterations in BDNF levels would associated
with the process of retinal degeneration in AMD [37]. In sup-
porting this finding, our real-time results showed that gene
expression of BDNF elevated in Dry-AMD patients. How-
ever, in this investigation, BDNF levels were found to be low-
ered in Wet-AMD patients in contrast to Dry-AMD patients.
Engrossingly, a recent study assessed the BDNF levels in
serum and aqueous humor using ELISA kits, and it was
reported that BDNF levels were lowered in both Wet- and
Dry-AMD patients compared to healthy individuals [36]. As
a matter of fact, several conditions including stress, insomnia,
fasting or caloric restriction, exercise, dietary supplements,
and drugs were shown to alter serum BDNF levels [36, 38–
40]. At this point, unlike serum analysis, one of the crucial
parts of present investigation was to reveal different inclina-
tion of BDNF gene expression in PBMCs of Wet-AMD and
Dry-AMD patients when compared with healthy controls.

On the other hand, CRP, C-reactive protein, is accepted
as a nonspecific serum biomarker, which is mostly synthe-
sized in the liver and adipocytes. High levels of CRP are con-
sidered a risk for heart conditions, type II diabetes, and AMD
[41]. High levels of CRP were also thought to be associated
with the cell and tissue damage via entailing to uncontrolled
complement activation. And, CRP was determined in rela-
tively higher levels in RPE, Bruch’s membrane, choriocapil-
laris, and choroidal stroma in Wet-AMD eyes using

alkaline phosphatase immunohistochemistry assay [41]. In
supporting to this immunohistochemical finding, our results
of real-time analysis revealed that the CRP expressions were
significantly in patients with both types of AMD. Besides,
the observed elevation level of the CRP expression was higher
in Dry-AMD patients than Wet-AMD patients.

The present results clearly revealed that the CFH,
CX3CR1, FLT1, HIF1A, IGFBP3, MAPK3, SOD1, STAT3,
VGEFA, TIMP3, and SERPING1 gene expressions were sig-
nificantly decreased in both AMD types. The most promi-
nent (>5 FC) decreases were observed in the expressions of
CFH, CX3CR1, FLT1, and TIMP3 genes. In accordance to
present findings, the complement factor H (CFH) knockout
mice exhibited attenuated drusen deposition and led to thin-
ning of Bruch’s membrane. Again, insufficient CFH gene
exhibited synergistic action with the increased CRP expres-
sion [41, 42].

Chemokines are signal molecules that provide the migra-
tion and adhesion stimuli for the wound or inflammation
site. The association of deficiencies in CXC3 chemokine
receptor 1 (CXC3R1) with different diseases has been exe-
cuted. Although the presence of studies investigating the role
of fractalkin/CXC3R1 signals in ocular tissue, its exact func-
tion is still controversial. A previous investigation proved
that CXC3R1 deficiency decreased macrophage accumula-
tion while severe neovascularization of the cornea [43].
Again, decreased expressions of CX3CR1 mRNA and related
protein in macular area indicated that these genes could play
a part in the development of AMD [44]. Interestingly,
CX3CR1 positivity was not ascertained in photoreceptors or
RPE cells in healthy donor eyes. Moreover, the invalidation
of this gene was suggested to have association with the devel-
opment of the exaggerated neovascularization which is the
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Figure 1: Protein-protein interaction network analysis (STRING v10) of differentially expressed genes involved in neurodegeneration.
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main outcome of Wet-AMD via inducing congregation of
subretinal microglial cells [45]. In supporting this suggestion,
our results indicate that the decreased level of the CX3CR1
expression in Wet-AMD patients was demonstrably lower
than Dry-AMD patients.

The results of present real-time analysis obviously intro-
duced that the expressions of the vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor 1 (FLT1) and tissue inhibitor of metallopro-
teinases 3 (TIMP3) genes were decreased in patients with
both AMD types distinctly. There is no available molecular
genetic data for supporting our findings. But a limited pro-
motive biochemical data was recorded. Nominately, Wet-
AMD patients were determined to have lower serum FLT1
levels (sFLT1) than healthy people involved in the study
[46]. The conflicting results by TIMP3 on AMD pathogenesis
were reported in literature. Serum TIMP-3 levels were found
to significantly elevate in AMD patients when compared to
healthy controls [47]. In a previous study, it was propounded
that mean serum levels of TIMP3 were not significantly
altered among AMD and non-AMD cases [48]. Conversely,
Wet-AMD patients had significantly lower serum TIMP-3
levels than healthy subjects [49].

Nowadays, there is no effective cure for treating AMD or
preventing/slowing strategies towards AMD progression.
Additionally, in despite of extensive efforts, no discriminat-
ing and reliable prognostic biomarkers could be identified.
The findings of this investigation clearly asserted that (I)
BDNF levels were lowered in Wet-AMD but not in Dry-
AMD patients, (II) the CRP expression was elevated in
Dry-AMD patients, (III) the CX3CR1 expression in Wet-
AMD patients was demonstrably lower than Dry-AMD
patients, and (IV) mainly CFH, CX3CR1, FLT1, and TIMP3
gene levels alongside HIF1A, IGFBP3, MAPK3, SOD1,
STAT3, VGEFA, TIMP3, and SERPING1 gene levels were sig-
nificantly reduced in both AMD types. The determined com-
parative gene expression alterations have potentials to clarify
a part of the mechanisms underlying AMD pathogenesis, to
serve effective biomonitoring of responses to the current
therapies and to exhibit promising drug development targets.
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